Website Terms of Use

By entering the Inspiring HR, LLC website or accepting (opening and using) emailed documents from an Inspiring HR, LLC email account, and receiving access to or purchasing products such as templates, documents and manuals (referred to as “materials” throughout), you are agreeing that you have read and accepted these Terms of Use. If you do not accept these Terms of Use, or any part on them, you should NOT continue to view and access this website, use or purchase any of the materials made available for purchase on the Inspiring HR, LLC website or made available via email from an Inspiring HR, LLC account.

Inspiring HR, LLC reserves the right to and may modify these Terms of Use from time to time. Your continued use of this website, materials received via email, or the products you purchase from the website following such changes demonstrates your agreement to be bound by the modified Terms of Use. We will highlight any changes we make to the Terms of Use but we advise that a user or purchaser check the Terms of Use often. If you do not agree to any changes to Terms of Use, you should stop using the website and you must immediately stop using the materials you or your organization has received from an Inspiring HR, LLC email account or purchased from the Inspiring HR, LLC website.

You agree and acknowledge that by using our website and/or materials, any personal or other information you provide, including but not limited to your name, address, email address, and billing information (hereinafter referred to as “your information”), is current, complete and accurate. You further agree to monitor, and promptly update, your information when applicable. By agreeing to these Terms of Use, you certify that any information you provide to us regarding third parties is done so with the consent of such third parties.

Payment and Shopping Cart
When using Inspiring HR, LLC’s website, you may purchase materials through the website. When you do so, any items you select for purchase will be placed in our shopping cart feature until checkout and payment processing. Inspiring HR, LLC collects certain billing information in order to process your payment, deliver the purchases materials, and for internal recordkeeping and marketing purposes.

Your payments will be processed through PayPal at www.paypal.com. Inspiring HR, LLC forwards the billing information you provide on our website to PayPal, where you will have the option of paying through your PayPal account (if applicable), credit, or debit card.

INSPIRING HR, LLC SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIMS, DAMAGES, OR LIABILITY WHATSOEVER ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH YOUR DIRECT INTERACTION WITH PAYPAL, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ISSUES CONCERNING OR RELATED TO AN ACCOUNT WITH PAYPAL.

Disclaimer of Warranty
As a consulting practice, with certified professionals on staff, Inspiring HR, LLC, makes every possible effort to ensure that the content of our website, the materials we create and the products we sell are accurate and current. Because Human Resource Management is an unscientific and constantly evolving profession, the
website, associated products or materials and services are provided “as is,” without warranty or condition of any kind, either express or implied. Without limiting the foregoing, Inspiring HR, LLC explicitly disclaims any warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or non-infringement, and any warranties arising out of course of dealing or usage of trade.

In addition, by purchasing and/or using the materials, you certify that you understand that the materials do not cover every personnel situation your business may encounter or address fact-specific legal compliance matters. If you have any questions about the application of the materials to your business, to specific personnel situations or in specific geographic locations where different laws may apply, you should either consult an Inspiring HR, LLC Human Resource Consultant or, for legal compliance, a legal professional.

Inspiring HR, LLC makes no warranty that the products, materials or services will meet the prospect’s or client’s requirements or will be available on an uninterrupted, secure, or error-free basis. No advice or information, whether oral or written, obtained from Inspiring HR, LLC, or through the service, will create any warranty not expressly made herein.

**Disclaimer of Liability**

Because purchasers and users are given the ability to modify the content of templates, documents and manuals (products and materials) provided via an Inspiring HR, LLC email account or sold from the Inspiring HR, LLC website, the purchaser or user agrees to release Inspiring HR, LLC and any of its representatives from all liability for all matters or claims relating to the use, interpretation and implementation of Inspiring HR, LLC’s products, materials and services.

Inspiring HR, LLC shall not be liable or held responsible in any way for any information you provide that is inaccurate, incomplete or not current. Inspiring HR, LLC shall not be held liable for any third-party information that you provide without the express consent of the applicable third parties.

Purchasers and users of Inspiring HR, LLC’s website and/or products and materials received via email or from our website, agree to defend, indemnify, and hold Inspiring HR, LLC and its representatives harmless from any and all claims, liability and expenses including reasonable attorneys’ fees, arising out of your use, interpretation and implementation of Inspiring HR, LLC’s website, products, materials and services.

Inspiring HR, LLC will utilize its best efforts to maintain its products and materials and an acceptable level of performance of services, but Inspiring HR, LLC cannot guarantee continuous service, service at any particular time, or integrity of data stored or transmitted via its communication (such as email) system or via the internet.

Inspiring HR, LLC will utilize its best efforts to ensure that technological challenges or difficulties do not adversely affect a prospect or user when attempting to purchase or receive materials from Inspiring HR, LLC that are housed on our website or in secure “cloud” storage system (or comparable to). Should technology challenges temporarily hinder a prospect or client’s ability to retrieve or receive materials, Inspiring HR, LLC assumes no liability when a temporary delay, related to technological challenges, occurs.

Purchasers and users agree and understand that Inspiring HR, LLC is not a legal firm and its representatives are not attorneys. Any content or advice provided by Inspiring HR, LLC is based on human resources and management principles and should not be construed as legal advice.

By accepting these terms of use, you accept that Inspiring HR, LLC and its representatives cannot be liable for any loss or damage you suffer as a result of making use of the information, materials, products or services made
available via email delivery or on the website. You must take your own precautions to protect yourself against loss or damage.

Inspiring HR, LLC will not be liable for inadvertent disclosure of, corruption of, or erasure of data transmitted through email or the website. Inspiring HR, LLC shall not be liable to the prospect or client for any claims or damages that may be suffered by prospect or client, including, but not limited to, losses or damages of any and every nature, resulting from the loss of data, inability to access internet, or inability to transmit or receive information, caused by, or resulting from, delays, non-deliveries, or service interruptions whether or not caused by the fault or negligence of Inspiring HR, LLC prospect, client, or of a third party.

All services provided by Inspiring HR, LLC under this agreement extend to the prospect or client only, and do not extend to any other user, person, corporation, or entity, regardless of the relationship with the prospect or client. Under no circumstances will Inspiring HR, LLC be obliged to support third parties.

**Intellectual Property**

By purchasing materials from our website, or receiving materials via email, you acknowledge and agree that all copyright, trademarks, and other intellectual property rights shall remain at all times vested to Inspiring HR, LLC and/or its licensors and is protected by copyright and other laws and international treaty provisions. Any other trademark remains the property of its respective owner(s).

Persons, companies or organizations (which may be collectively referred to as “users” in this section) that purchase materials from our website, or receive materials via an Inspiring HR, LLC email account, are provided a **limited lifetime license** for the use of the materials (templates, documents, manuals or any other product sold online or remitted via email). Person, companies, or organizations may designate “authorized users” to modify the content of our materials and distribute for their intended purpose, ONLY for the company the product/material was purchased for.

Users that access or use Inspiring HR, LLC’s “HR Checkup™” tool agree and acknowledge that the HR Checkup™ tool itself, and its format, content, designs, underlying software, and all other aspects of the HR Checkup™ tool in any form, not provided by such users, are the exclusive and sole intellectual property of Inspiring HR, LLC. Users are provided a **limited license** to strictly use the HR Checkup™ tool in the manner described in the applicable HR Checkup™ instructions, and such license is limited in time to the duration of a users’ access of the HR Checkup software on the Inspiring HR, LLC website. Inspiring HR, LLC reserves the right to alter or terminate the terms of this license, including but not limited to any instructions provided to users by the HR Checkup tool, at any time and from time to time.

Purchasers and authorized users agree that all materials purchased or received from Inspiring HR, LLC are proprietary, will remain confidential and are intended solely for use by the single organization, company, or entity the materials were purchased for.

Purchasers and authorized users may not copy, distribute, transmit, display, re-distribute, reproduce, publish, license, commercially exploit, create derivative works from, transfer or sell any material that is displayed and/or sold from our website or received via an Inspiring HR, LLC email, without first obtaining signed, written permission to do so from a principal owner of Inspiring HR, LLC.

The contents of Inspiring HR, LLC’s products/materials sold on our website are protected by common-law and federal copyright law, and all copyrights are owned by Inspiring HR, LLC, unless stated otherwise. Without limiting
the foregoing, copying our materials to any other locating, reproducing, or distributing them is expressly prohibited.

**Additional Forms and e-mails**

Prior to, during or after a website purchase or receipt of an Inspiring HR, LLC email, you may be asked to provide additional information about your Human Resource service needs so we can better serve you or your company in the future.

**Protection of Information**

We have implemented technology safeguards, security policies and other measures to protect data under our control from unauthorized access, improper use, alteration, unlawful or accidental destruction or accidental loss. We also protect your information by requiring that all our employees and others who have access to or are associated with the processing of your data to respect your confidentiality.

**Privacy Policy**

Our full privacy policy is available under separate cover. It can be made available by clicking on the Privacy Policy link at the bottom our website’s home page. By agreeing to these Terms of Use, you agree to be bound by our Privacy Policy, and that the terms of the Privacy Policy apply to any applicable sections of these Terms of Use.

If we decide to change our Privacy Policy, then we will post the changes here. However, if we make material changes to the way we use your personal information we will ask for your consent before we do so.